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Abstract
Since modern neural networks are known to be overconfident, several techniques
have been recently introduced to address this problem and improve calibration.
However, the current notion of calibration is overly simple since only single
prediction confidence is considered while the information regarding the rest of the
classes is ignored. The output of a neural network is a probability distribution where
the scores are estimated confidences of the input belonging to the corresponding
classes, and hence they represent a complete estimate of the output likelihood that
should be calibrated. In this paper, we first introduce a generalized definition of
confidence calibration, which motivates the development of a novel form of label
smoothing where the value of each class label is based on its similarity with the
reference class. We adopt different similarity measurements, including those that
capture semantic similarity, and demonstrate through extensive experiments the
advantage of our method over both uniform label smoothing and other techniques.
1 Introduction
Machine learning algorithms have progressed rapidly in recent years and are becoming the critical
component in a wide variety of technologies [9] such as object detection [26], machine translation [1],
medical diagnosis [16, 25], and autonomous driving vehicles [5]. In most of these applications,
making wrong decisions could lead to very high costs, including significant business losses or even
severe human injuries [3]. As a result, in real-world decision-making systems, machine learning
models should not only try to be as accurate as possible, but also should indicate when they are
likely to be incorrect, which allows the decision-making to be stopped or passed to human experts
when the models are not sufficiently confident to produce a correct prediction. It is therefore strongly
desirable that a network provides a calibrated confidence measure in addition to its prediction; that is,
the probability associated with the predicted class label should reflect its ground truth likelihood of
correctness [21].
However, recent works [10, 22] have shown through extensive empirical studies that even though
impressively accurate, modern deep neural networks are poorly calibrated. It turns out that modern
DNNs are overconfident - the prediction accuracy is likely to be lower than what is indicated by
the associated confidence. Since the discovery of this challenging problem, several methods have
been explored and empirically shown to improve confidence calibration. Temperature scaling [10]
is a simple post-processing step that consists of multiplying the logits by a scalar before applying
the softmax operator. Uniform label smoothing [20, 28] smooths one-hot labels by distributing a
small amount of mass over the other classes uniformly. Mixup [29] trains a classifier not only on
the training data but also on linear interpolations of random pairs of samples and their labels. While
these techniques have shown some improvements empirically, they are not specifically designed for
confidence calibration, i.e., confidence calibration is not the objective function they optimize.
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In this paper, we identify a major component that is missing from the existing confidence calibration
methods and introduce a new generalized definition of confidence calibration. We then describe
our method that is designed to directly optimize the calibration objective. We refer to the existing
notion of confidence calibration as prediction calibration, for which only the model’s prediction (the
winning class) and its associated confidence (the maximum softmax score) are considered. However,
only considering the prediction is an oversimplification of the confidence calibration problem. In
the output of a neural network, each of the scores represents the model’s predicted probability of the
current input belonging to that corresponding class. Therefore, for a well-calibrated model, each
probability score should be indicative of the actual likelihood of the input belonging to each class, not
just the one with the maximum score. We refer to this generalized confidence calibration as output
calibration where the entire output is taken into consideration.
The output scores define a probability distribution over all classes, and we denote the perfectly
calibrated distribution as the optimal output distribution. Under the optimization scheme with cross-
entropy loss that most modern DNNs adopt, a model would achieve perfect confidence calibration if
directly trained using the optimal distribution as input label. Unfortunately, as one would expect, the
optimal distribution depends on various factors and cannot be directly computed in general. However,
under certain reasonable assumptions, we can develop good approximations. Different classes are
not equally distinct, and a class can be inherently more similar with some classes than others. For
example, in the CIFAR-100 dataset, we could generally agree that the class dolphin is much more
similar to the class seal than to the class rose, and the probability of a seal should be higher than a
rose in the output distribution of a dolphin input. Therefore, we make the following two assumptions:
1. The distribution of other (i.e. non ground-truth) classes is non-uniform in general.
2. The probability value should correlate positively with the similarity between the true class
and any other class, i.e. the more similar they are the higher the value.
In this paper, we propose a novel form of the smooth labeling, called class-similarity based label
smoothing, which uses class similarities to approximate the optimal distribution. In the proposed
smooth label of a reference class, the score for another class is based on its similarity with the
reference class, and hence more similar classes result in higher values.
From the label smoothing perspective, our proposed smooth label is more intuitive than the traditional
smooth label which we refer to as the uniform smooth label. One-hot labels have all probability mass
in one class, which are zero-entropy signals that admit no uncertainty about the input. When a neural
network is trained using such labels it inevitably becomes overconfident. With uniform smooth labels,
the output of a network is trained to be a mixture of a Dirac distribution and a uniform distribution.
This implies that the predicted probabilities for other classes are encouraged to be equal [24]. As
we discussed above, the label value should be based on the similarity between classes, which is
not accounted for in either the one-hot or the uniform smooth labels. Relational information can
be crucial and provides high-order properties that can improve performance of a model in various
tasks [23].
In our proposed method, we first measure the similarity between classes which is then mixed with
the one-hot labels to serve as the final smooth label. Since measuring similarity is still a broadly
open problem [30, 33], we adopt different metrics, including a new notion of semantic similarity, and
evaluate their effectiveness in confidence calibration on various data benchmarks and architectures.
The main contributions of this paper include:
• We identify a major missing component from the existing confidence calibration and intro-
duce a new generalized definition of confidence calibration, where not only the prediction
but the entire output of a neural network are taken into consideration.
• We propose a novel form of label smoothing which we call class-similarity based label
smoothing, a technique based on the inherent class similarities estimated by a number of
measures, including a novel one that captures semantic similarity. Training a model using
the proposed smooth labels directly optimizes the confidence calibration objective, and as a
result, the model is significantly better calibrated compared with other techniques.
• We perform extensive experiments to demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed method
in confidence calibration, along with evaluating important hyper-parameters and predictive
uncertainty on out-of-distribution data.
2
2 Confidence Calibration
In this section, we formally introduce the definition of confidence calibration and the measurements.
We denote the input as X ∈ X and label as Y ∈ Y = {1, 2, ...,K}. Let h be a neural network
with h(Y |X) being the output, where h(k|x) is the confidence estimate of sample x belonging to
class k. The prediction of the network is the winning class Yˆ = argmaxh(Y |X) and its associated
confidence is the maximum confidence Pˆ = maxh(Y |X). The number of samples is n.
2.1 Prediction Calibration
We refer to the traditional confidence calibration as prediction calibration where only the winning
class and its associated confidence are considered. For prediction calibration, we would like the
confidence estimate Pˆ to represent a true probability that indicates the likelihood of correctness.
Perfect prediction calibration is defined as
P(Y = Yˆ | Pˆ = p) = p, ∀p ∈ [0, 1] (1)
Since the probability above cannot be computed using finitely many samples, prediction calibration
is empirically measured as follows. The model’s predictions yˆi are grouped into M interval bins
each of size 1/M according to the associated confidences pˆi. Let Bm be the set of indices of samples
whose prediction confidence falls into bin m, i.e. pˆi ∈ (m−1M , mM ]. The accuracy and confidence of
Bm are defined as
acc(Bm) =
1
|Bm|
∑
i∈Bm
1(yi = yˆi)
conf(Bm) =
1
|Bm|
∑
i∈Bm
pˆi
(2)
where yi is true class label for sample i and |Bm| denotes its size. The prediction calibration is
measured by the Expected Calibration Error (ECE) which is defined as
Prediction ECE =
M∑
m=1
|Bm|
n
|acc(Bm)− conf(Bm)| (3)
A smaller ECE indicates a better calibrated model.
2.2 Output Calibration
In this section we introduce a generalized confidence calibration which we refer to as output cali-
bration. The output of a neural network h(Y |X) is the confidence estimate for all classes. For a
calibrated model, we would like not only the maximum but all confidences to be calibrated, which
means that h(k|X) represents the actual likelihood of Y = k for all classes k. Perfect output
calibration is defined as
P (Y = k |h(k|X) = p) = p, ∀p ∈ [0, 1] and ∀k ∈ {1, 2, ...,K} (4)
Note that output calibration infers prediction calibration but not vice versa. We measure the output
calibration of a neural network as follows. The model’s output confidences pki = h(k|xi) are grouped
into M interval bins, where pki is the model’s output confidence for sample i belonging to class k.
Let Bm be the set of indices pairs of which the confidence falls into bin m, i.e. pki ∈ (m−1M , mM ]. The
likelihood and confidence of Bm are defined as
lik(Bm) =
1
|Bm|
∑
(i,k)∈Bm
1(yi = k)
conf(Bm) =
1
|Bm|
∑
(i,k)∈Bm
pki
(5)
where yi is true class label for sample i. The ECE for output calibration is defined as
Output ECE =
M∑
m=1
|Bm|
nK
|lik(Bm)− conf(Bm)| (6)
Again the smaller the output ECE value the more calibrated the model over all the possible output
labels.
3
3 Learning with Different Labels
In this section, we mathematically discuss the learning objective with respect to different labels and
present the intuition behind our method. For each input example x with ground-truth class y, the
output of a neural network h is a probability distribution over all classes normalized by the softmax
function
h(k|x) = exp(zk)∑K
i=1 exp(zi)
(7)
where k ∈ {1, 2, ...,K} is a class, and zk is the activation of output in the last layer of the model. Let
pi(k|x) be the label corresponding to input x. The model is trained by minimizing the cross-entropy
loss defined as
l(x) = −
K∑
i=1
pi(k|x) log(h(k|x)) (8)
For one-hot label, pi(y|x) = 1 for the ground-truth class y and pi(k|x) = 0 for all other class k 6= y.
The cross entropy loss with one-hot label can be simplified to
l(x) = − log(h(y|x)) (9)
Under this training loss, the model is not only trained to make a correct prediction but also with the
highest confidence zy possible to reduce the loss, which causes the model to become overconfident.
Uniform smooth labels are defined by
pi(k|x) = (1− α)ey + α ∗ u(k)/K (10)
where ey is the coordinate vector and u is a uniform distribution. The cross-entropy loss with uniform
smooth label can be written as
l(x) = −(1− α) log(h(y|x)) + αH(u, h) (11)
When the model is trained using this loss function, it tries to match its output with a uniform
distribution in addition to maximizing the output for the correct class. Such a scheme implies that
the example is regarded to be equally probable to be in any other class. This is clearly not the case
in general as we discussed in Section 1 as some classes could be inherently more similar than other
classes. The intuition behind our method is that we assume there is an unknown optimal distribution
for perfect calibration q∗(k|x) that satisfies the two assumptions we discussed in Section 1 and
that can be approximated by estimating the class similarities from the data. Let qˆ ≈ q∗ be the
approximated optimal distribution, then our proposed smooth label is defined as
pi(k|x) = (1− α)ey + α ∗ qˆ(k|x) (12)
With this label, the cross entropy loss can be written as
l(x) = −(1− α) log(h(y|x)) + αH(qˆ, h) (13)
and the model is trained to make a correct classification while matching it output distribution with the
approximated optimal probability distribution. Hence, minimizing H(qˆ, h) is a direct optimization
for both prediction and output calibration.
4 Approach
In this section, we describe our approach to capture the inter-class similarities in order to compute the
approximation qˆ and generate our proposed smooth labels. Capturing semantic similarity has been a
longstanding and still is a wide-open problem [30, 33]. Different metrics quantify the similarity from
different perspectives, therefore we propose to use several simple distance metrics, including a novel
one based on word2vec mapping, and evaluate how well the proposed smooth label performs under
varying notions of the captured similarities.
4.1 Image Space
For directly computing the distance in the image space, we use Lp norms and choose p = 1 and
p = 2. For two inputs x in class k and x′ in class k′, the pairwise distances are given by
Lp Distance
d(x, x′) = ‖x− x′‖p (14)
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4.2 Representation Space
Studies have shown that features learned by neural networks are often surprisingly useful as a
representational space for a much wider variety of tasks and match with human perception [8, 33].
Autoencoders are among the most widely used unsupervised deep learning models [2, 27], which
provide a powerful framework for learning latent representations by encoding as much of as the
information needed to reconstruct the original data points. The latent representations have been shown
to be useful for various downstream tasks [13]. Therefore, we also propose to use an autoencoder to
map the data to the representation space and compute distances between their encodings. We first
train an autoencoder in an unsupervised fashion on the training set and then compute the pairwise
Euclidean distances of the latent encodings.
Autoencoder Distance
d(x, x′) = ‖f(x)− f(x′)‖2 (15)
where f(x) is the latent encoding of input x.
The inter-class distance between a pair of classes is determined by averaging the distances between
all pairs of inputs that belong to them. The distance between class k and k′ is
dk(k
′) =
1
|C(k)||C(k′)|
∑
x∈C(k),x′∈C(k′)
d(x, x′) (16)
where C(k) is the set of data points in class k, and dk is a vector that contains the distances between
class k and all other classes.
4.3 Semantic Space
The previous distance metrics were defined using either the original features of the objects or those
generated by a deep neural network. In general, samples in the same class are expected to share a
common semantic meaning, which may not be captured in the feature space. It was observed for
example that image visual similarity is not necessarily the same as semantic similarity [4, 7]. The
problem of defining semantic similarity has been studied extensively in the NLP literature as well
as in various disciplines for which knowledge can be captured through an ontology or some type
of a hierarchy of classes. For most datasets, the words used to label each class capture significant
semantics of the class [19]. We make use of the advances in NLP based on the labels to define the
semantic similarity between classes as follows. We first note that vector representation of words has
been shown to successfully capture semantic similarities such that words with similar meaning are
mapped to a similar points in the vector space [15, 18]. Therefore, we propose to use a word2vec
model to map the words defining the labels of the classes into Euclidean space, and then compute the
distances between the vectors to define the class similarities.
Word Embedding Distance
dk(k
′) = ‖V(w(k))− V(w(k′))‖2 (17)
where V is a word2vec model and w(k) be the natural language word associated with class k. This
notion can be generalized to the case in which each class is defined by a set of words or a sentence.
4.4 Class-Similarity Based Smooth Label
After the class distances are computed, they are converted into class similarities using the softmax
function
sk(k
′) =
exp(−βdk(k′))∑K
i=1 exp(−βdk(i))
(18)
where β ≥ 0 is a hyperparameter that controls how “uniform” the similarity distribution is. The
lower the value of β, the more uniform the distribution is, and vice versa. When β = 0 the similarity
distribution sk reduces to uniform distribution. In order to ensure the consistency of the parameter β
for different distance metrics, we normalize the distances dk to zero mean and standard deviation of
one before applying the softmax function. Note that this normalization is equivalent to scaling β and
does not affect the relative relationship between classes.
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Finally, the class-similarity based smooth label is defined as follows. Let ek be the one-hot label
vector, the smooth label for class k is
yk = (1− α)ek + α ∗ sk (19)
where α is the label smoothing factor. Note that in practice we set sk(k) = 0 and scale∑
k′ 6=k sk(k
′) = 1 to make sure that α consistently represents the total mass in the label over
the other (non ground-truth) classes. Otherwise the total mass will be different because of different
values of sk(k).
5 Experiments
In this section, we perform numerous experiments to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
class-similarity based label smoothing and show the advantage of our method over other recent
works on confidence calibration of neural networks. We also explore the effect of some important
hyper-parameters and evaluate our methods on out-of-distribution data.
5.1 Setup
We perform experiments on CIFAR-100 [14] dataset and Tiny-ImageNet [6] dataset. For all experi-
ments, the network architectures and all parameters are identical for all methods so as to enable a
fair comparison. For CIFAR-100, we use a wide residual network [32] with {16, 16, 32, 64} filters
respectively. For Tiny-ImageNet, we use a ResNet-34 [11] model. All models are trained with SGD
with momentum for 100 epochs. The initial learning rate is 0.1 and is multiplied by 0.1 at 50 and 75
epochs. We use batch normalization and weight decay of 2× 10−4. We set the number of interval
bins M = 15 following [10, 20]. For the autoencoder architecture [2], the encoder consists of blocks
of two consecutive 3×3 convolutional layers followed by 2×2 average pooling. All convolutions (in
the encoder and decoder) are zero-padded so that the input and output height and width are equal. The
number of channels is doubled before each average pooling layer. Two more 3× 3 convolutions are
then performed, the last one without activation and the final output is used as the latent representation.
All convolutional layers except for the final use a leaky ReLU nonlinearity [17]. The dimensionality
of the latent space is set to 256 for CIFAR-100 and 1024 for Tiny-ImageNet. We use a pretrained
Wikipedia2Vec [31] as our word2vec model V . Each label word is first converted to the corresponding
Wikipedia entry and then mapped to a vector of length 100 in the Euclidean space.
5.2 Comparison with other Methods
We compare our proposed method to the vanilla training using one-hot labels, as well as three other
techniques that improve confidence calibration: temperature scaling [10], uniform label smooth-
ing [28, 20], and mixup training [29].
5.3 Confidence Calibration Results
We show the results of test accuracy and confidence calibration ECE on CIFAR-100 and Tiny-
ImageNet in Table 1. For CIFAR-100, α = 0.05 for uniform label smoothing (LS) and word
embedding (WE), and α = 0.1 for L1, L2, and autoencoder (AE). For Tiny-ImageNet α = 0.1 for
all techniques. Best results for β ∈ [0.5, 6] are reported. Parameter effects are discussed in detail in
Section 5.4.
From the results, our proposed class-similarity based label smoothing, with all four distance metrics,
significantly outperforms other methods on both datasets and on both prediction calibration and
output calibration. Word embedding distance performs the best on both datasets, which is expected
considering that the distance in the vector space more faithfully reflects class semantic relationships
than pixel-wise distances in the image space and the encoding distance in the representation space.
Note that while autoencoder and word embedding distance perform similarily on CIFAR-100, the
latter has a significant advantage on Tiny-ImageNet. As the complexity of a dataset increases, it
becomes more difficult for an autoencoder to learn good representations. Mixup performs best in
test accuracy because of the augmented training data. As a label smoothing technique, our method
performs comparably with uniform label smoothing in terms of test accuracy and both are better than
the vanilla training using one-hot labels.
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Table 1: Test accuracy, prediction ECE and output ECE results of different methods on CIFAR-100
and Tiny-ImageNet dataset.
Dataset CIFAR-100 Tiny-ImageNet
Method Accuracy Pred ECE Out ECE Accuracy Pred ECE Out ECE
One-hot 68.47% 12.17% 25.71% 44.31% 24.95% 58.01%
Temp. Scaling 68.27% 2.34% 5.11% 43.53% 4.83% 9.94%
Uniform LS 69.32% 2.77% 5.41% 44.79% 5.24% 10.92%
Mixup 69.98% 2.29% 5.02% 45.43% 5.87% 11.76%
L1 (Ours) 69.25% 1.68% 2.91% 44.77% 2.95% 5.78%
L2 (Ours) 69.65% 1.56% 2.60% 44.86% 2.86% 5.59%
AE (Ours) 69.16% 0.77% 1.64% 44.81% 2.49% 5.05%
WE (Ours) 69.35% 0.72% 1.55% 44.55% 1.23% 2.12%
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Figure 1: Reliability diagrams of different methods on CIFAR-100 and Tiny-ImageNet dataset. The
plots for the eight techniques are divided into two groups for better readability.
The reliability diagrams in Figure 1 confirm the above findings. For better readability, we divide
the diagrams of the eight techniques into two figures. In all the plots, the dashed black diagonal
line represents perfect calibration for which the confidence matches perfectly the accuracy. The
model trained using one-hot labels is clearly overconfident since the accuracy is always below the
confidence. All other methods have a better performance, but the models trained with our smooth
labels are the best as their diagrams almost identically match the diagonal line.
5.4 Effects of Parameters
In this section, we perform a series of experiments on Tiny-ImageNet to explore the effects of two
important hyper-parameters α and β.
First, we test different α values to determine the strength of label smoothing, i.e. the total mass
distributed to other classes in the label. We compare WE to uniform LS using different α values. β is
set to 2. The results are presented in Figure 2a and 2b. By inspecting the plots we observe that our
proposed smooth label generally outperforms the uniform smooth label for all α values, and the best
results for both methods are achieved at α = 0.1 which is the commonly value used in practice. When
α = 0.025 is very small, the labels are only weakly smoothed and the model is still over-confident.
When α = 0.4 becomes large, the labels are too noisy and the model is not well-calibrated because
of the excessive smoothing.
Next, we perform experiments on different β, a hyperparameter that determines how uniform the
similarity distribution is. We choose the word embedding distance model and set α = 0.1. The
results of prediction and output ECE with different β are shown in Figure 2c. We can see initially
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Figure 2: Effects of parameters. (a): Prediction ECE relative to α for WE and uniform LS. (b):
Output ECE relative to α for WE and uniform LS. (c): Prediction and output ECE relative to β.
as β is increasing both the prediction and output ECE decrease. When β is too small, the similarity
distribution is close to uniform and the class relation is not well represented, therefore the model
is not well calibrated. As β keeps increasing when it becomes too large, the softmax function will
produce extreme similarity values that are concentrated in only a few classes that do not represent the
optimal distribution either.
5.5 Evaluation on Out-of-Distribution Data
Studies have shown that DNNs are not only overconfident on the data they are trained on but also
on unseen out-of distribution data [12, 29]. In this section, we explore this aspect by evaluating the
methods on two types of out-of-distribution data: test data from another unseen dataset and random
noise. We test the models that are trained on CIFAR-100 in Section 5.3. We use the validation set
of Tiny-ImageNet as the unseen dataset and generate uniformly distributed random samples as the
second type of out-of-distribution data. We show the distributions of the prediction confidences on
both types of data in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Distribution of the prediction confi-
dences on the validation set of Tiny-ImageNet (left)
and uniform random noise (right). Models are
trained on CIFAR-100.
From the left plot, we can see that our method
and mixup perform the best at refraining to
produce high confidence on unseen out-of-
distribution data. On the random noise samples,
all three methods significantly outperform the
one-hot training, although the mixup training
offers more improvement. Note that our method
is based on class similarities in order to train a
more calibrated model, which is not well-suited
for random noise samples where the notion of
similarity does not exist. Although this appli-
cation is not the main focus of our proposed
method, we note that it still significantly out-
performs the uniform label smoothing in both
scenarios.
6 Conclusion
In this paper, we address the confidence calibration problem in a more holistic framework. We first
identify a major missing component in confidence calibration, that is, the lack of consideration of
the entire predictions of a neural network. We introduce a new generalized definition of calibration
that captures how well all scores in the output of a neural network represent the actual likelihood of
the input belonging to the corresponding classes. Motivated by directly optimizing the objective of
confidence calibration, we propose class-similarity based label smoothing. The similarity between
classes is computed, which is then used to approximate the optimal distribution that achieves the
perfect calibration. We adopt several similarity metrics, including one that is based on the semantics
of the classes, and demonstrate that our method significantly outperforms other techniques. We
also show that the proposed label smoothing outperforms the uniform label smoothing in terms of
predictive uncertainty on out-of-distribution and random data.
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